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Sistine Chapel
Discussed
Ann Marie Puckhaber
Staff Writer
Father John O'Malley, S.J.,
delivered a lecture entitled "The
Religious Culture of Renaissance
Rome: Illustrations from the
Sistine Chapel" in the Oak Room
on Wednesday, March 23 as part
of the Bellarmine Lecture series.
In his lecture, O'Malley
wanted to demonstrate "the impact
that Renaissance Humanism had
on the Christian vision of life and
indicate how this is suggested or
reflected
especially
in
Michelangelo's frescoes on the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel."
Michelangelo painted the ceiling
for Pope Julius II between 1508
and 1512.
Renaissance culture was at
one time considered pagan. According to O'Malley, however, it
is now seen as "profoundly Christian." O'Malley used the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel to tell "something about how educated Romans
of the early sixteenth century felt
and thought about their religion."
O'Malley said that the ceiling
is not a "haphazard conglomeration of images without meaning or
plan." He feels that the ceiling
does have a message to convey;
and that Michelangelo had a theologian as an advisor when he
painted the ceiling.
The Prophets and Sibyls
cover a large part of the ceiling of
the Sistine Chapel. Sibyls were
pagan priestesses who never appear in the Bible. O'Malley said
that they "dwelled in shrines and
uttered enigmatic judgements and
prophecies." The men and women
of the Renaissance believed that
they foretold the birth of Christ.
They believed that through the
Sibyls, God spoke to the Gentiles.
O'Malley said that "the
Prophets most clearly spoke of the
coming of the Messiah." Michelangelo placed Jonah directly
over the altar. Jonah spent three
days in the belly of the whale and
Jesus rose from the dead after three
days. O'Malley explained that
Jonah is a "symbol of Christ."
The central panels of the ceiling depict the stories from the
Book of Genesis. O'Malley said
that these panels "were remarkable in accord with the tastes and
interests of Renaissance theology." A new rhetorical way of
preaching emerged during the
Renaissance known as panegyrics,
which were speeches that recounted and praised the deeds of a
hero. The creation of the world
was one of the great deeds of God.
According to O'Malley, the
section of the ceiling that reproduced the creation of man impressed men and women of the
Renaissance because it "captured
one of the most pervasive themes
of their rhetoric — human digContinued on page 2, column 5.
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Speaker for Class of 88
Beth Gillin
Contributing Writer
The Rev. Timothy Healy, S.
J., President of Georgetown University in Washington D.C., will
be the commencement speaker at
the graduation ceremonies to be
held on Sunday, May 22, at 10:30
A.M. at Bellarmine Terrace.
Father Healy, chosen to speak
by Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley S. J. and
the Board of Trustees, will also
receive an honorary doctor of
humane letters degree as recognition of his leadership in American
higher education. In higher education, Fr. Healy has been a major
figure nationally and has served as
chairman of the American Council
on Education, the National Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities and the National
Committee on Accreditation, and
has served as a member of other
national commissions. In addition
to writing two books on the poet
John Donne, Fr. Healy has written
extensively for national magazines. He served as executive
vice-president of Fordham University and vice-chancellor of the
City University of New York before becoming president of Georgetown in 1976.
According to Mr. Murray
Farber, Fairfield University's Director of Public Relations, Fr.
Healy was chosen to speak because he is "outstanding in the
field of education." Senior Pat
Doherty expressed the feeling of
many, saying that "he hopes Fr.
Healy will deliver an inspiring
message to us.
However many seniors expressed disappointment with the
selection of Fr. Healy. Jane Mc-

Carthy '88 held, "If I wanted to
hear the President of Georgetown I
would have went to Georgetown."
The feeling was reaffirmed by
Deirdre Errity '88 who said, "I
don't see the big deal with having
the President of Georgetown
speak. We might as well have had
Fr. Al Kelley talk at commencement." It seems that seniors would
have liked the University to have
gotten a more well known speaker
for the commencement address.
Other recipients of honorary
degrees will be:
Geraldine W. Johnson, superintendent of schools in Bridgeport
from 1976 to 1981 and again as the
interim superintendent in early
1986. She is now director of the
Council on Adolescent Pregnancy
of Greater Bridgeport.
Mrs.
Johnson began her career as first
grade teacher and after 19 years
became a school superintendent
for 12 years before becoming
Bridgeport's first black superintendent. She will receive an honorary doctor of laws degree in
recognition of her professional
achievements as an educator.
Ernest M. Lorch, president
and chief operating officer of the
Dyson-Kissner-Moran Corpora-

tion, a private investment com2 HEAITIH FAJR
pany, director of international
corporations and chairman of the
board of the Varlen Corporation,
5 PRACTJCAI JokES
and an attorney. He is known for
foR ApRil Fool's
his concern for the disadvantaged
and is director of the Protestant
7 Alcohol PRODCouncil of Churches of New York
City; director and treasurer of the
IEMS AddRESSEd
City-Wide Athletic Association of
New York; director and treasurer
11 SPORTS: AMERIof the Wheelchair Classic ChariCAN LEAQUE EAST
ties, president of Youth East BasPREVIEWS
ketball Association; and a coach
for a Harlem church-sponsored
basketball team. Mr. Lorch will
receive an honorary doctor of laws
degree in recognition of his humanitarian vision.
George F. Taylor, chairman
of the board and chief executive
officer of City Trust in Bridgeport
Lynn Ann Casey
and general co-chairman of the
Assistant News Editor
Barnum Museum Capital Campaign, chairman of the Bridgeport
In response to five years of
Area Foundation and a director of
petitioning, the administration of
the YMCA of Greater Bridgeport,
vice chairman of the Connecticut Fairfield University has decided to
Public Expenditure Council and a add another Reading Day to school
member of the board of directors calendar in the Spring of 1989
of St. Vincent's Medical Center strictly on an experimental basis.
Mark Dietz, FUSA's Director
and the Board of Trustees of the
University of Bridgeport. He has of Academics, led the campaign
also been active professionally as a for the addition of this third Readmember of the Govemmertt-R-ete--- TngTJay. "It was not easy," said
tions Council of the American Dietz, "but we persisted because
Bankers Association and state vice we were following the wishes of
president. He is a past president of
the majority of students."
the Connecticut Bankers AssociaThere was a lot of student suption and past chairman of the Busiport
for Dietz as well as adminisness/Industry Council of Greater
trative
support. The main reason
Bridgeport and past president of
Junior Achievement of Western the administration was hesitant on
Connecticut. In recognition of his adding the day was the extreme
significant service and leadership noise level in the dormitory hall on
in the Greater Bridgeport Area, the night before the Reading Day.
Mr. Taylor will be awarded an
honorary doctor of laws degree.
Continued on page 2, column 1.

Extra Reading
Day Added

Cardboard City Camps Out
Greg Curley
Senior Staff Writer
Eighteen students spent Monday night on the Oak Room Patio.
These students built a temporary
shelter out of cardboard boxes to
serve as refuge. Their purpose was
to increase student awareness
about homelessness at Fairfield
University.
Monday night was part of a 36
hour vigil in which students from
various campus organizations
came together and demonstrated
the plight of the homeless. They
constructed their "cardboard city,"
lived with no luxuries, distributed
literature on homelessness, and
collected donatidns for the Family
Shelter in Bridgeport.
Beth Palmer, Director of
Campus Ministry and participant
in the 36 hour vigil, explained, "A
number of students came together
after the series of talks on homelessness in February, and said they
really wanted to do something to
make homelessness visible on
campus." She was impressed that
"the idea and organization came
from the ground up," emphasizing
that students ran and controlled the
entire event. She commented that,
"their level of awareness and

commitment says a lot about our
students."
Anne Petrides, a junior in the
Faith and Justice Coalition, and an
overnight participant in the vigil,
called her experience very
"thought-provoking." She said it
was "cold and cramped," but
added that the "support" of the
group helped to make the night
bearable. She said it was important to note that "We had
options...options the real homeless
don't have." If at any time the
situation became overwhelming,
she said that they could have "retreated" to their dorms or the
Campus Center.
Lynne Starpoli, a sophomore
organizer and participant in the
vigil commented, "I love being out
there because it means a lot to me.
I like opening eyes and getting in
good discussions with people."
She continued by stating, "We got
some rude comments and a few
weird looks," but that it was worth
it to help others "realize that there
are different life styles out there."
The participants in the vigil
emphasized many points, including: 35 million Americans live in
poverty. Over half of the families
in the U. S. live below the poverty
line; two thirds have no toilets.

There are between 2500-3000
homeless people in the greater
Bridgeport area and as many as
50% of them have mental problems. The Regan administration
has cut spending on housing from
32 billion dollars to 7.5 billion
dollars. They cited these facts as
"demanding reform."

Participants called the vigil a
"great success," claiming that the
homelessness awareness at Fairfield was brought to a higher degree. Freshman Lee Ghazil
summed the event up by saying, "It
is really heartening to think that
there are people on this campus
who look beyond Fairfield."
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Cardboard City Residents Brave the Elements Photo: Brian Holden
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Continued from page 1.
However, several student's expressed the view that an additional
reading day would not be utilized,
and would only prolong the semester.
Dr. Robert Stepsis, Academic Vice President, held the
final decision on the Reading Day
debate. He held that if Dietz and
his supporters could find a way to
cut down on the noise level, he
would agree to their proposal.
To build his case for the administration, Dietz wrote to all the
"Jesuit Universities on the East
Coast to find out their policies on
the number of/Reading Days."
Then, to cut down on the noise
level, he wrote letters to all the
Resident Advisors and Housemasters as well as to the student
body through The Mirror.
FUSA took a random student
poll and discovered that 95% of
students wanted an extra day to
study and to relax. All this work
allowed Dietz to approach Stepsis
"with a good case of hard facts."
The added Reading Day will
allow students to have a day off
before exams begin in addition to
two days during exam week. Dietz
is "definitely excited" because he
feels that the added day will "break
up a tense week." Michelle Mulligan '89 stated that she"hopes the
extra reading day would be beneficial to the student body."
The extra day will not be added
until Spring of 1989 because the
Fall schedule is already planned
and the day would not allow students to finish the last exam until
the day before Christmas Eve.
According to Stepsis, students
would not be happy to be dismissed so late.

ApRil's Fool *i
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Health Fair Raises Awareness
Suzanne Smith
Staff Writer
On Friday, March 25th, the
Health Fair was held in the Campus Center Oak Room. The Chairman was Denise Ebert with cochairs Debbie Pacca and Elyssa
Blissenbach from the Student
Nursing Association and Alpha
Epsilon Delta.
The Health Fair is an annual
event that takes place every spring
to "make people more aware of
their bodies." Many associations
such as the Departmant of Public
Safety, Fire and Burn Safety, and
American Cancer Society were
represented. There were also in-

formation tables providing news
on topics like AIDS, Dental
Health, Alcohol Treatment, and
Peer and Alcohol Counseling.
Junior and senior nursing
majors helped with the screening
tests, such as anemia, blood glucose, spirometer, blood pressure,
carbon monoxide, and vision testing. Something new this year was
a cholesterol test. This was popular with the adults of the Fairfield
community.
Many students were pleased
to see that there was an information table about AIDS. One student commented, "there are still
people who believe that AIDS can
only affect people in a certain
stereotype.
They are wrong.

AIDS is a current issue. Everyone
should be aware."
Afterwards, some people
commented, "I thought it was very
well done. I received more than I
expected." "The Fairfield University Health Fair is an excellent
service to the entire campus and
the Fairfield community." "The
Health Fair is a good source of
information."
Plans for next year's Health
Fair will again include the cholesterol testing and other volunteer
organizations that will attract a
younger generation. The Health
Fair's goal is to let everyone, no
matter how old, learn the importance of the individual's health.

Career Planning
Corner

ChEERS

Boos

Cheers... to Spring and nice &
muddy Spring sports...to any and all
good parties...the few, the proud, and
the wasted...to the Fishbowl and TH
41's"Keg for Meg"...toFUSA's Mark
Dietz for getting another Reading Day
for we haggard students...way to fight
the good fight, Mark!....to the new
personnel at the Mirror, WVOF,
FUSA, etc...let's all kick some behind
this year...to Editor Emeritus and all
around wonderful person Melissa
Campanelli for everything she has
done for thispaper...we won't soon see
the likes of her...best of luck in whatever your new career may be...to the
grand re-opening of Gonzaga beach...
surf s up...to the warm weather's short
shirts, pants, and skirts...ouch,
babe....to Campus Ministry and the
Cardboard Campers for telling it like it
is...to the Easter Bunny...and most
importantly, to this Easter
weekend...let's not forget what being a
Christian is all about....

Boos..to parties who call the
cops on the,nselves...well excuse
us for got having engraved
invitations...to weak parties in
general...now that the warm
weather is here, we promise we'll
stay outside...to Wood's End and
the Grape getting raided...just
what we need, Smokey...a crackdown on fun...now where else can
we 12 year olds go to drink...to the
flu and other communicable diseases... what are we supposed to
wear to prevent these?...to having
to go to classes when everyone else
is-playing frisbee...it's like having
to stay in for recess...to the impending exams that are even now
making plans for our misery...to
melted Ice Cream...and last but not
least, to the unholy vandals who
desecrated DeVito's photo in last
week's issue...he knows who you
are and where you live and he's
comin' to getchooo!!!

COSO/
MIRROR
Campus
Calendar
Sunday, 3
Easter Mass Loyola Chapel 7
P.M.

Thursday, 31

The Career Planning
Corner will be offering a
Prudential Financial
Services information
session open to all Senior
from all majors on April
6, from 7:30 to 9:30 PM
in the Faculty Dining
Room. Those attending
must bring a resume and
plan to take a test from
8:00 to 9:00. Attendance
is for the entire program.
Process of Career Development ID 10, a one
credit course designed to
help students determine
their career direction and
make appropriate decisions in career planning,
is now being offered.
Topics to be studied
include:
1. Self-assement
"2. Theories of
Occupational Choice
3. Using Your
Research Skills
4. Effective Resume
Preparation
5. Successful
Interviewing Techniques
Sign up during
Registration for Fall,
1988 (April 5-8). More
information is available in
the Career Planning
Center, Loyola 110
(X2261/4081).

Continued from page 1.
nity." They also used the figure of
Adam to argue the existence of
God since man was made "in the
image and likeness of God."
From the viewpoint of Renaissance theology, O'Malley said
that the most important detail of
the Deluge is Noah's ark floating
in the background. Michelangelo
drew the ark to look like a temple.
O'Malley explained that the ark is
a "symbol — a foreshadowing
image of the Christian church.
During the Renaissance, the
Sistine Chapel was used for all
religious services. O'Malley said
that the mass "commemorated and
reenacted in a symbolic way the
sacrifice of Christ for the salvation
of the world." Sermons were optimistic dealing with a change of
heart, acts of kindness, dedication
to the duties of one's state in life,
and the spiritual benefits derived
from reading the Bible.
A restoration of the Sistine
Chapel is presently under way.
What is being done is a cleaning of
the frescoes.
According to
O'Malley, the cleaning has revealed "a great deal about
Michelangelo's technique and
especially about his use of color."
O'Malley believes "the Renaissance would have seen the ceiling as pointing in its totality to the
salvation, restoration, and even
divinization of humanity."
O'Malley concluded that
"Renaissance theology or spirituality has an affinity with our contemporary yearnings and religious
sensibilities" in that they were also
conv inced that "we are not born for
ourselves alone."

ApRil's Fool #2

Friday, 1

Saturday, 2

Celebration of the Lord's Passion
Loyola Chapel 3 P.M.

Easter Vigil Mass Loyola Chapel
7 P.M.

Monday, 4

Tuesday, 5

Wednesday, 6

Chamber of Commerce McEleney 5-6 P.M.
Relationships Seminar J25 7-9
P.M.
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30
P.M.

Amnesty International BNW Fac. Lg. 78 P.M.
Bio Society B254 5:30-6:30 P.M.
Orientation mtg. Oak Room 5-7 P.M.
History Club movie N. Aud. 7-9:30 P.M.
Nursing Program McEleney 8 A.M.-5
P.M.
Special Dinner: Campion 2 FDR 5:30
P.M.

Accounting Club mtg. B135
5:30-6:30 P.M.
Irish Society mtg. N. Aud. 7-10
P.M.
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30
P.M.
Mass of the Lord's Supper
Loyola Chapel 7 P.M.

FUSA Video Oak Room 8 P.M.
Orientation mtg. Oak Room 5-7 P.M.
Murder Mystery Night Stag-Her Inn 9 P.M.
Senior Week mtg. BNW Fac. Lg. 8-9 P.M.
Marketing Club mtg. N. Aud. 7-9:30 P.M.
Peer Counselors J25 6-7:30 P.M.
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 P.M.
Special Dinner: Jogues 4 FDR 5:30 P.M.
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The Mirror offers Editorial Positions for 1988/89
Gain Valuable Experience and apply NOW!
Applications available at the Mirror Office, Gonzaga Ground Floor. Applications must be
submitted by April 1st.
Saint Louis University's
Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English, Spanish,
Liberal Arts, Business & Administration, TESOL,
Sciences, Hispanic Studies
SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/EOE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session in July

SIBLING
WEEKEND

Apply NOW for Summer and Fail 1988
More than 900 students in the Program
Contact:
Raymond L. Sullivant, S J.
Saint Louis University in Madrid
Calle de la Vina, 3
Madrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 233-2032/233-2812

Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Office
221 North Grand Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

&msss&m»mmvm
THE FAIRFIELD TRADING POST

FREE!
Digital Camouflage Watch
with purchase of surplus or
camouflage clothing
(purchase over $25)
1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke. • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

mm

April 22, 23, 24
Don't forget about Sibling Weekend. Hit your parents up for
the cash to send your Sibs here for a fun-filled weekend!
Additional registration forms available in the FUSA office.
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Helps GuidE

WAUSTREET NETWORK
SANdi DiCESARE
ASST. FEATURES ECJITOR

As your final year at Fairfield
quickly comes to an end, are you
plagued with recurrent visions of
settling for a career as an elevator
operator or as a janitor in
McDonalds? If your ambition is
shoving you up the corporate ladder, however, then your best bet is
to stop off at the Career Planning
Center and gather valuable information about successful careers in
a variety of fields.
One of the most recent
sources of career information
available in the Career Planning
Center is the "Wall Street Network." The "Wall Street Network." a system directed by Alice
Haynes, puts Business-oriented
students in contact with Alumni

who currently work on Wall
Street. According to Sister Therese, the "Wall Street Network" is,
"alumni who have agreed to act as
information resources for students
in Business-Financial areas."
Alumni act as guides and can
provide students with first-hand
information about everything
from preparing for interviews to
designing effective cover letters.
They also provide students with a
brief summary of what their particular position entails. Alice
Haynes stressed, however, that the
"Wall Street Network" was designed as an information resource
only. The participating alumni are
not necessarily in hiring positions.
Ms. Haynes stated that, "since
alumni have a strong affilitation
with Fairfield University, they are
very willing to help interested stu-

MARY BETH COIIINS

STAff WRITER

His name is Hank, and frequent users of the shuttle bus service are surely familiar with his
face. He pleasantly greets hundreds of Fairfield University students when transporting them to
their
destinations
every
weeknight.
He is simply known as Hank,
"so there's no need for a last
name," he asserts. Born in Mount
Vernon, New York, and raised in
Bridgeport, Hank was a proud
member of Boy Scout Troop 13,
and as a boy, had many big ideas.
His childhood dream was to grow
up to be a millionaire. "Wasn't
that everyone's dream?" he reflects. Hanks readily adds that his
childhood idol was the famous
Olympic skater and Hollywood

film star Sonya Hening. Today,
however, Hank's main television
tum-on is Joan Collins. Sorry,
Sonya! However, Dynasty did not
reach number one in Hank's rat-

amount of information available in
the Career Planning Center. There
are numerous reference books
filled with career options. Reference books such as Access provide
listings of job openings in the nonprofit community — such as arts,
sciences, government, etc. There
are also books which pertain to
opportunities in geographic areas.
Ms. Haynes remarked that, "the
reference material is also a good
place for Sophomores and Juniors
to discover what jobs are available
in a variety of fields. Students
must remember, however, that the
references serve as resources, not
as definite job options."
So if you've run into closed
doors in the job search, the Career
Planning Center is a step in the
right direction to opening your
future.

dents." She went on to say that,
"the best way to get a job is through
networking. It is an opportunity
for students to obtain career direction from people currently active
in various careers. It provides
students with a bigger resource to
on-campus recruiting and has been
very successful so far."
Although the "Wall Street
Network" is a system originally
devised for Business students, Ms.
Haynes is planning on developing
a similar "Communication Network" shortly after commencement. It is scheduled to be completed by September. The "networks" are targeted towards the
areas where she sees the greatest
need, but she is open to suggestions for other career directions.
The "Wall Street Network" is
only one source among a vast

HANk: ThE Bus

STUCJENTS

STOPS HERE

ings. It was outdone by Wheel of
Fortune, but not wholly because of
'Vanna! Hank likes the show for
the excitement of the game. He
also likes to take his chances at Jai

Alai or cards.
Hank has been operating the
shuttle bus at the university for ten
years, but his experience includes
seven years of school bus service,

and nearly seventeen years behind
the wheel of a bus for the city of
Bridgeport. Hank speaks of his
earlier years at Fairfield University as "hectic," before the beach
pass rule. He said he stranded a lot
of people at the beach sometimes,
about which he felt badly. "Now
things run more smoothly, but not
always," he chuckles, "Last night I
came out after eating and the bus
was gone!" He explained that he
had left the bus running while
having his dinner, and someone
had relocated it behind the Rec
Plex. "I was surprised, naturally,"
Hank said.
On the whole, the man whose
favorite past-time is "having fun"
does that while he drives his bus. "I
have a great time, and Fairfield has
a great bunch of kids." Thanks,
Hank!
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TRYOUTS!
JOIN THE FASTEST GROWING
*

*

SPORT ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES
TODAY!
CLINICS:
TRYOUTS:
Sunday, April 10
Saturday, April 16
2-6 p.m. (mandatory)
9:00 am
Tuesday, April 12
All Clinics and
6-8:30 p.m. (mandatory)
Tryouts will be
Thursday, April 14
held in Alumni
6-8:30 p.m. (optional)
Gym

*

Clubs, Dorm Floors and Teams:

Looking for an original
*
*
*

*

FUNDRAISER on a
TIGHT BUDGET?
Have your design professionally printed on:
• T-Shirts • Sweats • Hats
• Painter's Caps • Buttons
• Just About Anything You Can Imagine

MONKEY BUSINESS
Hw SnfpnQ TotoQram/Baioon Drtvwy Co.

'

« P#
*
*
*

*
*

1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, Connecticut
(behind Newmark and Lewis) • Lots of Free Parking

High Quality
Proven Reliability
Best Prices'In Town
We can customize a package to fit your special needs. For
more info, please contact your campus representative:
MIKE McPADDEN
Box 1942
372-2288

FEATURES
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Phil
MARY BETH COUINS

STAff WRITER

He's talented. He's innovative. He's controversial. He's
Donahue. And on Friday, March
25, eleven Fairfield University
students got the opportunity to
experience just who Phil Donahue
is as they joined his audience at
NBC Studios in New York.
This fortunate opportunity
was with many thanks to Professor
of Communications, Sally Ann
Ryan, who after having been in the
audience herself, asked the Phil
Donahue Show to contact her if
they ever needed University students for their program. When
Prof. Ryan was contacted, she and
Cornelia Dinnean, Director of
Faith, Peace and Justice, made
announcements and found an eager group of students ready to
participate. They were Jennifer
Chianese ('88), Eleanor Murphy
('88), Ted Murphy ('88), Mary
Buczak ('90), Mary DeCaprio
('90), Patty Olender ('90), Greg
Smart ('90), Mary Beth Collins
('91), Lynne Johnson ('91), Jean
Marfizo ('91) and Sean Murphy
('91).
At 3:15 P.M. after having
passed through NBC security and
by the studio of Saturday Night
Live, the group found itself in the
Phil Donahue Show's waiting
room, discussing the program to
take place. The show was in honor

A

of the 20th anniversary of the death
of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.,
and the panel of five speakers was
impressive. Coretta Scott King,
his wife, and Martin Luther King
III, their eldest child, represented
King's immediate family. Rosa
Parks, the woman who refused to
give up her seat on the bus in
Montgomery, Alabama, in 1955
represented the boycott King began on the local transit company.
Also present was Rev. Dr. Joseph
La wry who is the president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference begun in 1957 by
Martin Luther King Jr. The final
guest was Congressman Walter E.
Fauntleroy of Washington D.C.
who was the coordinator of the
March on Washington where King
gave his famous "I Have A
Dream" speech on August 28,
1963. Although the University
students and a few others attending
knew of the guests on the program,
the remainder of the audience was
unaware of the show's topic.

MAN FOR

than mere observers of the program.
Phil Donahue made his debut
yelling,"Who's with me?" sending the audience into a roar and
leaving no doubt in Donahue's
mind that they were with him. Mr.
Donahue talked before the show
with his audience trying to interpret their views on Martin Luther
King, Jr. and the history around
him. He is very serious about
audience participation and encourages everyone's hand to go up
with a question during the process
of the filming. He walked around
the relatively small studio and
radiated warmth as he tried to
become personally invoved with
those around him. He walked over
to the group from Fairfield after

All

of PossiblE

PRACTJCAL

SEASONS

seeing Greg Smart's sweatshirt
and thanked them for coming to his
show.
The program began with the
audience excited and nervous, but
they quickly become deeply involved with the subject of racism
in King's day and now. They
began asking questions and making statements in reaction to the
speakers. When Mary DeCaprio
and Patty Olender raised their
hands, Phil Donahue quickly acknowledged them by giving them
his microphone. This should earn
them both air time on national television!
The hour-long shooting came
to an end, but the studio audience
was more privileged than the television viewing audience as they all

As the crowd entered the studio and were wakened by the
bright lights, a woman named
Sharon urged everyone to fill the
front seats. She then informed
them generally how the program
would run and how they could help
to make a great show. She explained that "without the audience
there is no show" which drew them
in as important participants, rather

PIETIHORA

Joseph C.

A

DONAI-IUE:

joined in singing "Happy 75th
Birthday" to Rosa Parks. This was
followed by Coretta Scott King
leading the hand-holding audience
in "We Shall Overcome". The
panel of guests was available for
questioning, while Mr. Donahue
stood at the door, genuinely thanking guests for joining his show. He
also was more than happy to sign
autographs or to appear in pictures. The Fairfield group took
advantage of this pleasant quality,
also taking the opportunity to
praise and thank him. The show
will be aired in Fairfield on Monday, April 4 at 4:00 P.M. on Channel 4.
The students ended the day
not only with the experience of
being part of a nationally syndicated talk show, but also with a
cultural awareness of racism in our
country. Violentracismisnotonly
part of our country's history, but it
is also happening now — especially on college campuses. If you
would like to participate in a united
effort to educate and activate for
peaceful coexistence on college
campuses, don't miss The Big
Mix. It is a one day response by a
united community of concerned
students to the issue of racist violence on campuses. It will take
place at Yale University — Old
Campus on Saturday, April 16,
from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. and
will be followed by a dance that
night.

PRANks ANd

PUT-ONS

DEVJTO

8. Chalk hidden in blackboard eraser

17. Poisonous snake in bed
¥

28. Razor blade in toothbrush ¥

1. Saran wrap under toilet
seat *

9. Pillow case filled with
nails ¥

18. Shoes glued/nailed to
floor

29. Toilet paper replaced by
sheets of fly paper *

2. Garbage pail of water
leaned against door

10. Magic marker drawings
on passed-out victim

19. Feet glued/nailed to
floor ¥

30. Banana peel on floor

3. Butterscotch pudding
laced with cyanide ¥

11. Ex-Lax in anything

20. Clothes and towel stolen
while in shower

4. Continuous phone calls
in mumbly voice

13. Vaseline on door knob

EdlTOR IN Chid

12. Acid splashed in face ¥

■

r

5. Toothpaste tampered
with

14. Urinal cake placed in
soap dish *

6. Pit bull in sock drawer ¥

15. Pneumatic wedgie *

7. Penny-ing door shut

16. "Kick Me" sign stuck
on back
Ck.

COUNCIL: TRAVEL
• Language Courses •
• Work/Study Abroad •
Programs

• Int'l Student ID •
• Youth Hostel*

Passes
• EurailPasses •
issued-on the spot'

Student

TRAVEL

21. Black and pink shirt
slipped into hot water
white laundry wash
22. Explicit love note with
forged signature sent to
ugly person *
23. Eye brows shaved off
while sleeping
24. Stick of dynamite in
underpants ¥

• Student Airfares •
from NfW YORK

Round Tript
Stt rttnf »i

BRUSSELS
LONDON
MILAN
GUAYAQUIL
ST. THOMAS
TOKYO

398
318
458
390
260
599

25. Cold water over top of
shower
26. Alarm clock set four
hours early

Tmmmi not '"Cludrd

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway, New Haven
Tel. 562-5335

•>

27. Ear flicked by wet finger

™...and special "Bonus
"Setting fire to the Cardboard City at three
o'clock in the morning."

* Further discussion
violates Mirror standards of common decency.
¥ Illegal in the State of
Connecticut
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How Would You FEEI?
How often do you think of the homeless? Is it only when the TV
cameras show the squalid conditions in some shanty town? Or,
perhaps, only when you are approached on a city street and asked
for spare change? Perhaps the answer is never, for in the
comfortable environment we have at Fairfield it is all too easy for
us to forget how lucky we are.
There are some on our campus who care enough to refuse to
let us forget.
The Cardboard City that stood outside of the Campus Center
was not there for the purpose of a warm weather camp-out. It was
there to remind us that there are 35 million Americans living below
the poverty line, and for many of them there is no residence
besides a cardboard box, or Penn Station, or a steaming subway
grate. There is no Seilers' food to complain about. There is no
beach house, or townhouse, or dorm room to retreat to.
There is no place to call home.
We owe our thanks to those responsible for Cardboard City.
We must be reminded that not having a home isn't something that
happens to another kind of person in another kind of world.
Although Cardboard City did not provide shelter for any of the
homeless, it made us see a little bit of what they go through every
day. Now, some may be able to say that they don't care about the
plight of the homeless, but they won't be able to say they.don't
know.
And if you know about it, how could you not care?
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Guest Speaker: Students Choice?
To the Editor,

pretty cool exchange, huh? Why
don't we just have Fr. Bill speak
One hears with interest, to
here? Or my fave, Jim Mullan?
say the least, about the choice of These are dedicated members of
the commencement speaker for
the faculty and the administrathis year's graduation ceremotion, two among many, with a
nies. Rev. Timothy Healy, S.J.,
high profile and regard among
the students. They are people we
President of Georgetown
can relate to. Or Saul Nowitz. He
University; no doubt a learned
man, perhaps even an interesting may not be a familiar figure to
this whole campus, but I'll bet a
man. Certainly he is a kindhearted individual, with benevo- Velvet Elvis that more people
lence and time enough to journey know him than know Rev.
north and provide a hard-luck
Timothy Healy, S.J.
school like our alma mater with a
I am offended and embarcommencement speaker. Dare I
rassed by this choice of speaker.
suggest, with all due respect, that At this point in time it is crying
we are scraping the bottom of the over spilt milk to wonder who
barrel here?
chose him, and why we weren't
consulted. Nonetheless, the
Frankly, I am insulted. So
Fairfield U. is the little brother
question arises. I would be most
interested to see a little dialogue
among Jesuit colleges in the
form around this issue.
Northeast- need we have our
faces rubbed in it? I wonder - is
Fr. Kelly going to speak at
Douglas S. Mclntosh, Jr.
Georgetown? That would be a

Library Questioned
To the Editor:
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LETTER

Policy

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to Box
AA or to the Mirror offie in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow
the policy set forth by the Editorial
Board.
1) Letters must be relevant and
timely. 2) Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65 margin, double
spaced. 3) Letters must be received
by 6:00 pm Saturday evening for
publication on the following Thurs-

day. 4) To insure publication every
letter must be signed. With Mirror
permission, author's name may be
withheld. 5)Upon submission letters
become Mirror property. 6) The
Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel. 7)Letters
which contain personal arguments or
replies should be conducted on the
face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics. 8) The Executive Board shall determine by majority vote which letters shall appear. The Board's decision is final.

Recently, I had to write a
paper for one of my classes. I
was very enthusiastic about
researching the topic. That is,
until I went to the library. When
I got there I was surprised to see
that there was some material
available on my topic. Unfortunately, of the sources available,
our library had only one. Even
when I went to find that one
article, it wasn't in.
So I went to the Fairfield
and Bridgeport public libraries. I
was shocked when these two
libraries were a lot more helpful
in locating resources than our
own library. Why should it be
that Fairfield students must go to
other places to research papers?
I would like to think that this is

only an isolated incident due to
the obscure nature of my topic,
but this hasn't been the first time
that I've had to go to outside
places to get materials.
It is about time that the
library expand and revise its
holdings. I understand that this
is a relatively young university
and we have limited resources,
but at a university the prime
objective is higher knowledge.
How can we achieve this goal
when we do not have the
materials or are limited by
location? Sometimes you can't
wait the time it takes to receive
sources from other libraries. It's
about time we stop ignoring the
issue and take some action.
Christopher Chalmers
Class of 1990

Women's Center Applauded
To the Editor:
I am glad to see (Campus
Currents, 3/15/88) that the
women on campus will have a
"Resource Center." It will
certainly help them to have a
place for themselves where they
can have "guest lecturers,"
"discussion groups," "open

discussions" and other helps to
"define the center's goals."
Women will especially need
this center in twenty or thirty
years, when they are facing the
great question: Is this all there is?
Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
Professor of English

Under the Bridge
To The Editor:
From now through the end of the
semester, we three students are conducting a group project for a class. The
problem concerns the homeless, in
particular, raising money toward the
publishing of the book Under the
Bridge. Co-authors Phil Farnsworth
and Vern Baker (a former homeless
person himself), put on an intriguing
slide show/presentation last month.
At the close, though never before asking for financial aid, the two announced they would be doing so at
many of their upcoming lectures. You
see, Under the Bridge is completed
and ready to be published — all except
for the $250,000 publishing fee. We,
like Phil and Vern, feel that it is crucial
that this book be published. Homelessness is a huge problem, and the
publishing of a major, illustrated book
would really help to enlighten Americans as to the extent of the situation.
Furthermore, ALL PROCEEDS

FROM THEIR BOOK GO DIRECTLY TOWARD AIDING
HOMELESS PEOPLE. Thus, we
would be happy if the Fairfield University Community —students, teachers, and the administration alike —
could help. We began our fundraising
at the homeless vigil. Other projects
we have planned are: a bake sale in
conjunction with Faith, Peace and
Justice members; a return visit of Phil
Farnsworth and Vern Baker to Fairfield University; and brochures and
envelopes extended to faculty mailboxes. So, wherever you see an Under
the Bridge slogan, please think about
helping. If you would personally like
to contribute, you can contact us in
person or call 254-2302 (Box 60).
Everyone who donates will receive a
gift and will automatically be entered
in raffle we are conducting personally.
Thanks —

Jen Chianese '88
John McCain '88
Donna Savarese '89

To the Editor:

As Hawkeye once telegrammed President Truman on
M*A*S*H* — "Who's responsible?" — that same feeling of
bewilderment mixed with anger
struck me when I read Campus
Currents announcing the speaker
and honorary degree recipients
for graduation this May. Those
chosen certainly do not represent
diverse interests or cultural
accomplishments. Why no men
of science, the arts, or even
politics for spice? And Fairfield
University claims to be a liberal
arts institution? Two educators
and two members of the business
community — while their
accomplishments are admirable
they are not overly-impressive.
My own father has accomplished
comparable honors in his
community. Rebate my tuition
and he'll speak. ,
I feel bitterly disappointed
and even embarrassed to have
my family travel the distance to
witness a ceremony in which the
most memorable detail will be
the carefully planned, no expense
spared, beautiful gardens of
Bellarmine Terrace.
Maryrose Verdile

Perplexing
Parking
Problem
To the Editor:
We would like to bring to
your attention Fairfield
Security's neglect to respond to
an incident that caused much
inconvenience to Townhouse
residents on Sunday, March 27.
Upon arriving at the parking lot
intended for Townhouse residents only, we were angered on
finding no empty spaces in front
of Townhouse Block 10. This
was due to the fact that the
spaces were filled with nonstudent spectators watching the
baseball game from their cars.
Security failed to respond to four
separate phone calls from irate
residents who were forced to
park on the other side of campus.
Security informed us that they
would remedy the situation
during the first three phone calls.
However, no action was taken
and on the fourth call security
dismissed their responsibilities,
stating that the game would be
over shortly. Why weren't the
non-residents' cars ticketed or
asked to leave when we as
students pay for our privileges to
park on this campus and are
punished promptly when we do
not abide by the rules?
Residents of Townhouse
Block 10

II
No Parking
Except maybe far
:sometimes wlven...

Commentary
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Alcohol Abuse on Campus
Creates Anxiety
CliRis RiNko
Jill MARINAR'I
What have I got to do to be
heard?
What do I say when it's all
over?
Sorry seems to be the
hardest word.
—Elton John, from
"Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest
Word"
For two weeks members of
the administration have
been interviewed regarding
their feelings about the issue of
alcohol abuse on campus. Each
of these individuals openly and
honestly expressed their personal
assessment of the situation.
Their concern for the students'
health and well-being immediately became evident. Yet, in
preparing an article about alcohol
abuse to be circulated among the
students, it becomes difficult to
remain objective — the main
reason being that we love our
friends. With a view shared by
all those interviewed, Mr.
Schimpf stated, "Alcohol is not
the problem, rather, it is the
abuse of alcohol that needs
rectification." Alcohol abuse is
an evil, a disease which can
corrupt and debilitate the finest
individuals. The frightening
realization is that the "individuals" we speak of are our friends.
Our four years at Fairfield
University should provide us
with an opportunity for social,
academic, and cultural growth.
Although we students usually
place most emphasis upon the
social aspect, it is unfortunate
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Fairfield University Students Participate In Model OAS

that the success of a social life is
often determined by the amount
of alcohol consumed. If responMM SkERidAN
sible drinking were practiced,
alcohol abuse would not be an
The week of March 20th saw
issue. The consequences of our
ten Fairfield University
drinking need to be recognized,
students in Washington,
as Fr. O'Neil points out. "In the
D.C. participating in the Model
unfortunate event of an accident,
Organization of American States.
any student serving alcohol risks
legal liability." Furthermore,
Ken O'Keefe, Lara Woltef, Joe
alcohol abuse often damages our
Ryan, John McMahon, Jorge
existing relationships. Fr. Bill
Chiluisa, Jim Sheridan, Sean
Cullen sadly reflects, "Students
McMahon, Shelagh Morey, Dan
hide from me because of their
'Wisenski, and Dan Managlia
drinking and it hurts me deeply
were engaged in five days of
for I miss and love them all."
simulated activities alongside
■ Undoubtedly, we all share
students from 30 other schools,
Fr. Bill's sentiment in that we
including Boston College,
love our friends very much.
Why not, then, engage in serious, Villanova, and Notre Dame. The
activities were held at the actual
honest reflection upon our own
drinking habits and those of our
OAS building.
friends? Schimpf urges, "If you
suspect someone of misusing a
The Organization of
substance, encourage them to
American States is the oldest
reflect on themselves and their
international regional organizaproblem." Why wait for the
tion in the world. In 1890,
disastrous moment when we're
eighteen
independent American
forced to utter the guilt-soaked
nations
sponsored
the First
words, "I'm sorry?"
International
Conference
of
We at Fairfield University
American States in Washington,
are becoming more aware of the
existence of irresponsible
D.C. In 1948, the basic Charter
drinking. We are living proof
was adopted by the Ninth
..
that an ounce of prevention is
International Conference of
worth a pound of cure. But it
American States, and the
only takes one mistake... In his
International Union of American
song, "For The Love of Friends,"
Republics became the OrganizaJackson Brown asks, "Does it
tion of American States. Comtake a death to learn what life is
posed of member states from the
worth?" We should all pray that
Western Hemisphere, the
won't be the case at Fairfield.
Organization provides a basis for
social, economic, political, and
(Ed. Note: Chris Rinko and
cultural cooperation.
Jill Marinari are both Fairfield
University Peer Counselors)

The 1988 Model OAS was
the Ninth Annual Assembly.
Fairfield University represented
the Dominican Republic. The
students were divided into
separate committees: the General
Committee, the First Committee
(Judicial), the Second Committee
(Economic), the Third Committee (Educational/Cultural), and
the Fourth Committee (Administrative/Budgetary), each with
specific agenda topics. Each
country's delegation came up
with resolutions dealing with
these topics, drawing upon the
OAS Charter or their own
research to substantiate these
resolutions. Time was allotted
for each delegate to lobby among
the other delegates to win
support for his particular
resolution. As each was brought
to the floor, intense debates were
held culminating finally in a
vote, requiring 2/3 majority for
adoption.

of the OAS, who had just
returned from the peace talks in
Nicaragua.
The model OAS offers
students a unique education on
the workings of international
diplomacy as well as a new
perspective on the Western
Hemisphere as a whole. Students learned to think and act not
from their own point of view but
from that of the country they
represented, working with the
country's limitations and
strengths, as well as working
within their alliances and
conflicts. Most importantly, it
emphasized the need for open
dialogue and peaceful settlements of conflicts, a lesson vital
to the present day. The students
involved would like to express
their gratitude to Dr. Dew, Dr.
Petry, Dr. Panico and the Latin
American Studies Club for their
encouragement and support in
this unique learning experience.

In addition to these committees, there were also special
interest groups, including the
Caribbean Nations and the
External Debt Committee, which
met separately to focus on their
specific areas of concern.
Resolutions faced final approval
or rejection at the final Plenary
meeting on Friday afternoon.
The activities were closed with
an address by Joao Clemente
Baena Soares, Secretary General

ryxmesbury
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COMAWMW LE9S-THAN-ZERO
TAKES EARLY RETIREMENT.

M BY

G.B. TRUPEAU

WNI6HTUB HONOR OMAHCWB
LESS-THAN-ZERO, THE FINEST
CONTRA FIELD OFFICER OFHIS
GENERATION! HE LEAVES US
AFIEREIGHT^.
YEARSOF

%/

YOU KNOW, WHEN I FIRST OWE
TO MIAMI, itms JUST ANOTHER,
FORMER. NATIONAL GUARDSMAN
\ DOWN ON HIS WCK.

INSPIRED
LEADERSHIP!

Iim CAN I SAY ABOUT COMANOANTE LESS-THAN-ZEROI
IF YOU MET HIM AT A FARM,
\ YOUV SAY HEUAS A REAL
— GENTLEMAN..

BUT OUT IN THE FIELD, THIS
MAN MAS OUTRAGEOUS!
I MEAN, HBTURMED INTO
ATOTALUILOMAN! ■

IWANTYOUTO
THANK EVERY, ONBATTHB
\ CDMPANYFOR
:
ME, HAVOC.

/

/

HA.HA!
RIGHT!

WILLDO,
FURTHER.
WEHAD
S0ME6O0D
VMBS,Dtm
WE?^-L

BUT NOW, AFTER EI6HT YEARSOF
FREEDOM H6HVNG,iVEGOT
A NICE RETIREMENT CONPO IN
KBYBGCAYNEANDA *7MILLION
NB5TE66 IN A CAYMAN BANKI
' IS THIS A
i GRBATCOUNTRYOR
UIHAT*

51! AND YOU KHOW,
KIE ALMOST PULLED IT
OFF! A RAG-TAG BAND OF
POUNDMG FATHERSALMOST
_/ CHAN6ED1HE
COURSE OF
NKARAGUAN

}£0tf24x^I\ \2.
FOR THOSBOF YOU WHO PONT
KNOW ME, MY NAME IS HAVOC,
AND IIWRK FOR A NORTH
AMERICAN IUTELLIGENCB
AGENCY WHICH SHALL GO
/ NAMELESS.

m EMPLOYERS HAVE AVERS
HIGH REGARD FOR THE MAN
YOUHONOR-imiGHT.ANDARE
CERTAINLY SADDENED TO SEE
HIM LEAVER
THE FIELD.

BUT AS A TOKEN OF OUR ESTEEM,
WEVUKETO PRESENT TO HIM
THIS ENGRAVED SILVBROGAR
BOX! ENJOY YOUR RETIREMENT
BIG GUY! \.

'GOOD LUCK
WE'LL UNDSRFROMANORIH STANDIFYOU
AMERICAN
NEEDTDMELT
INTELLIGENCE
IT DOWN.

A6ENCY.'

L

THE AGENCY ALWAYS TREATEPME VERY WELL. WHEN
CONGRESS CUT OUR. AID, YOUR
PEOPLE ALWAYSCAME THROUGH.
IHADA600DRUN. EIGHT YEARS
.0FFREEP0M-FI6M1NG

600, I LOVE AMERICA!
IFEEL.SO...SOLUCKY
TO HAVE BEEN GIVEN
A...A FRESH...

-/

^

FORGIVE MB. I
PROMISEDMYSELF
IUIOSN1GOING
ITS
TDGETEMOTIONOKAY,
ALHERB...
BI66UY/
WELOVE

VA!
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ARTS

WONCJEROUS STORiES

&

ThoRoqood:
CliNT PoRizkovA

RofacRT AMOROSO
ARTS AN<J

ENTERTAINMENT

CONTRibUTiNQ WRITER

Ew&nAiNSKm Ectirm

Latest news outof the hard rock camp: (Courtesy of WVOFDJ.
Rob Saracino): Seems Y, Malmsteen, the egotistical and overblown
axeman, will have a new one out called 04es$y.~As you know,
Malmsteen almost lost his life in a car accidentiastyear....Interesting
to note that Joe Lynn Turner was the vocalist on the single.-.Turaej
was the singer for Rainbow during their twilight albums.. .Word is that
Bruce Hornsby will"RoekQuf" on his nextLP...I personally liked his
"pretty" stuff—Robert DeNiro and Charles Grodin to star together in
a comedy...DeNiro as a comic?...maybe...maybe not...You migbt
have heard that K i ngdom Come wi 11 be added to the Monsters of Rock
(Metallica, Scorps, Dokken, Halen) bill...Look for them to make (and
hit radio) waves..You check out the Bookstore lately?...Notice
Vietnam magazine has hit the racks..Gimme a break—Studying and
coming to terms with this conflict is one thing—Exploiting it makes
me ilL...Beware: If the New York Rangers miss the play-offs, I'll be
one unbearable hombre to deal with in the next week or two...Thanks
goout to Chris Eastwood, Mike Lowly (not exactly), Brian Dunleavy,
and Robert DeLuca...with all these contributors, it is definitely high
time I move on....OK, call me kooky but I'll say Robin Williams will
win the best actor award....Role for William Hurt?...A World War II
docudrama entided Destiny....Incase youcable subscribers missed it,
The Allnighter makes its way to HBO this month... The star (rattle
your minds) was Bangle Susannah Hoffs...The director?...Hcr
mother... .The result?.. .Take a guess.. .Is it really all that inconceivable
having Jessie Jackson as our next prez?....Supposedly, there will be
a sequel to Robert Altaian's Nashville (made in 1975)...Most of the
original cast will probably be back-Talking about sequels, how about
The Way We Are, as a sequel to the Way We Were (No
Kidding)....Question remains: can they get Redford and Streisand
back?...Hmrnrn, thatcouldbe a slight oversight on somebody'spart..I
heard the party could be all over for Moonlighting...lust in time...A
belated (slightly) birthday wish goes out to Colleen Swift...And a
birthday wish (for today) goes out to Mr. Joseph Rella...It is no secret
that I've liked my last two years here better than the early days....for
this, I must thank Joe because he has played a very large role in my
happinesshere...Joe is one personl'll make apoint of contacting after
May 22,1988...Let it be known from my experiences, Joe Rella is a
great (good wasn't even considered) person...Nothing is simpler...Or
clearer...Terapus Fugit

You'd have to be close to
brain dead not to have been up on
your feet when George Thorogood
and the Delaware Destroyers paid
a visit to the city of New Haven.
Playing music from all his
albums, Thorogood started shortly
after nine, and his pulsing, driving
beat kept hammering the ears of
the sell-out crowd until union
contract obligations forced him off
the stage at eleven.
The crumbling coliseum got a
tremendous shock that brought it
even closer to collapsing as G.T.
and the D.D.s opened with familiar
tunes like "Who Do You Love"
and "Cocaine Blues". The capacity crowd called Thorogood out for
two encores which included his
new single "You Talk Too Much",
and "New Haven Hand Jive". He
closed with a fifteen minute rendi-

JUST AS TIHE NAME STATES
tion of "Reelin' and a Rockin'",
which brought the house lights up
to show the crowd on its feet,
pleading and screaming for one
more song that never came. As
Thorogood came on for the last
encore he suggested, "What d'you
say we start the show?" The crowd
agreed enthusiastically.
Thorogood's song list included three songs from the new
album — "I Really Like Girls",
"Born Too Bad", and his encore
version of "You Talk Too Much."
He also played the favorites,
"Madison Blues", "Bad To The
Bone", "I Drink Alone" (which
had some reworked lyrics), and the
blues tune, "The Sky Is Crying".
Thorogood, an advocate
against drunk driving, made a serious plea during a jamming version
of "One Bourbon, One Scotch, and
One Beer" for the audience to not
drink and drive. "Hey cats, get

Bicloxi ANyThiNq
MichAEl F. LohlE
STAff WRiTER

Biloxi Blues ***l/2 (out of
four)
The green soldiers stand before their barracks in the sweltering heat awaiting their sergeant.
Among them is Eugene Jerome, a
young aspiring writer from
Brooklyn who intones in a nasal
whine, "If I knew it was going to be
this hot I would have stayed

The Fairfield Mirron

This was Thorogood' s secondl
show in the coliseum. His last was!
two years ago in December of
1985. Though that show was not al
sell-out, the Budweiser concert!
series had confidence that the!
rocker would sell out this time,
which he did, the night of the con-l
cert. Said Thorogood, "It's beenl
two years since we were last here.l
And that's two years too long!
When we first came here we usedl
to play a joint called Toad's Place!
We've got the start of a looong|
relationship!"
Opening for Thorogood wasl
Johnny Winter, the albino rocker.f
This is Winter's first tour with thel
Destroyers and Winter joined!
Thorogood on stage for the finale|
"Reelin' and a Rockin'".

BUT BIUES

home." Moments later, their sergeant appears. He's not what anyone expects. With a calm "Good
afternoon boys, how are you" he
sounds off his role, telling the recruits he lost half his brain in the
Great War and that the other half is
held in place by a steel plate. The
time is 1945, during the last days of
World War II. The film is Biloxi
Blues, a delight written by that pro
of pros, Neil Simon, which he
adapted from his stage play of the

EARN
UP TO

your buddy to drive...get your girlfriend to dri"e...get your buddy'sl
girlfriend to drive, but stay alive|
man, don't drink and drive!" ,

same name.
Matthew Broderick reprises!
his role as Eugene Jerome froml
Broadway. As a thinly disguised!
autobiographical representation off
Simon, he exhibits his fine acting!
skills better than in any previous!
role he's taken. We see Eugene asl
a boy at the outset, and through thel
proceedings he emerges as a ma-"
ture young man. Once thought ofl
Continued on page 9, column 1.
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UPS, a Fortune 500 company, offers part-time year round positions
with terrific earnings potential and great benefits.
Shifts available in our Stratford facility:
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge, Honeyspot Road, Stratford,
Exit 31 off I-95. No phone calls please. Interviews will be conducted 9:00-11:00 a.m. and
1:30-3:30 p.m. on Monday. Interviews on Wednesday, 9:00-11:00 a.m.
Shifts available in our Norwalk facility:
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
4:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Apply in person at the Norwalk UPS facility, 190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk.
Interviews will be conducted 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on Monday, Interviews on Wednesday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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An equal opportunity employer M/F
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as only a teen actor, he has chosen
the quality roles he'll need to grow
into a formidable adult on the big
screen.
Christopher Walken takes a
different turn as Sergeant Toomey,
and with astonishing results.
Slightly unhinged and with a
unique demeanor and methods of
discipline, Walken is exquisite. In
most of Walken's previous roles,
his mainstay has been that of the
brooding, somber figures in dramas. Here, Walken is very funny.
Better yet, he's good at being
funny. Toomey is an interesting
character, a perfect foil for
Broderick's Eugene. Walken's
portrayal of the superficially calm
sergeant who is tensely boiliong
underneath gives him an unusual
challenge. His Toomey is one of
the most memorable film characters to come along in a while, and,
although its still early, Walken
deserves an Oscar nomination for
next year.
The film itself, directed by
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Mike Nichols, is a breezy, convincing look at the goings on inside the army barracks in Biloxi,
Mississippi. The sets, the mood,
and characterizations are extremely convincing, and the overall effect is uplifting. Simon's
script is effortlessly effective as
weel. He somehow captures the
innocence of the time along with
the harsh realities of manhood
through surprises better left unrevealed.
Biloxi Blues is the second
installment of what is known as the
Eugene trilogy; the first installment being Brighton Beach Memoirs and the last being Broadway
Bound. Brighton Beach was released as a film last year and gave
this critic mostly negative
impressions. Biloxi Blues, on the
other hand, shines brightly and
rings true. Neil Simon, prolific and
successful as he has been, has
never been better. Go see Biloxi
Blues again and again for a genuine lift.

ANd PlANT AT iT AQAiN

(PR) Led Zeppelin, universally accepted as the first heavymetal band, is even more popular
today than when they started in the
early 70's. Record sales have been
steady for fifteen years and their
music is still heard on the radio and
in school yards across the country.
Now former Led Zeppelinmates Robert Plant and Jimmy
Page are playing together again on
Plant's new album, Now and Zen.
In the March issue of Musician
Magazine, Robert Plant stops the
Zeppelin reunion rumors before
they can start: "I don't think it's a
good idea at all. It was a great band
and you can't get it together like
Deep Purple and take it out there
and all look incredibly old. Bonzo
(the late John Bonham, Zeppelin's
drummer) was the main part of the
band. It would be terrible for Page
and me to try and re-create that."
Plant disclosed that there are
"loads of tapes, films, and
stuff...that would make your hair
stand on end." Unfortunately,

HiddEN

we'll just have to take his word for
it, because he also promises that
they'll never be released. "The
motive of doing something like
that would be questionable. People
would want it forever and a day.
It's a little too tacky."
As for why he chose Page to
play on Now and Zen, Plant told
Musician: "I wanted to get some of
that old stagger, you know? That
kind of panache he's got. And
really, I wanted my old partner
around for a bit. I wanted to see
him swaying around, leaning
around so his hair was dangling on
the floor. Everybody was saying,
'God, look at that man play!' And
I was sitting there proud.
"Now Page and I get offered
everything. Everything. Women,
little boys, money, cocaine, the lot,
just to go back and do that again.
You can't do the same thing forever and say that it's free expression, that you are expressing yourself artistically. You just can'tdo it
because it's safe."

LENNON A FEAST

(PR) The Beatles: "I Want to
Hold Your Hand." "Come Together." "Lullabye for a Lazy
Day."
That last title is no ringer. It's
an unreleased Beatles tune, sung
by John Lennon, unearthed for the
syndicated radio series, The Lost
Lennon Tapes. Legal problems
prevent the song from being
played on the radio, but you can
read all about it —including some
lyrics— in the April issue of Musician Magazine.
"Lullabye for a Lazy Day" is
just one of many Lennon discoveries coming to light this year. For
although the ex-Beatle was murdered over seven years ago, a flood
of Lennon-inspired film, radio,
and print projects-in-progress
confirm the publics on-going obsession with him. The Lost Lennon
Tapes —drawing on 300 hours of
material stored underneath
Lennon's New York apartment
building— is one of the most interesting developments.
Yoko Ono (Lennon's widow)
tells Musician why she released
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the tapes for broadcast: "There is
always a negative out there. I think
we always have to try to do something positive, to turn it around.
John was promoting my work all
the time he was alive. Now it's my
turn. I wanted to share them with
the people."
Elliot Mintz, a friend of John
and Yoko, inventoried all of
Lennon's possessions after
Lennon's death. "He liked to hide
things," Mintz revealed. "If he
liked a song he wrote he would
hide it on a cassette that began with
10 minutes of classical music
taped off the radio, then hide the
cassette in the linen closet."
Adding fuel to the burning
Lennon fires will be the release
this fall of Andrew Solt's featurelength film, Imagine: John Lennon. Mintz recalls, "I went to
Andrew Solt's office at the rough
cut of the documentary. I left there
and went directly to a bar and had
two double vodka martinis, dry
with two olives in each. My hands
were shaking. There's an aspect of
all this that is still terrifying."

ORJN GROSSMAN GOES RAQTJME
RODERT SARACJNO

STAff WRiTER

"Orin Grossman, pianist",
was the simple way the program
introduced Sunday's performer.
However, on this first day of
spring, he offered a varied selection to his Oak Room audience.
Grossman started his program
with five selections written by
Claude Debussy. He introduced
the pieces by saying that each was
inspired by a different country and
through these selections, he
wanted to bring us on a musical
journey. The first composition
was "Homage to S. Pickwick Esq.
P.P.M.P.C." in which Debussy
portrayed English life both "pompous" and "silly". Grossman then
brought us to Spain with "La Porta
Del Vino", Italy with "The Hills of
Anacapri", India with "The Balcony Where Moonlight Holds
Court", which was a real sleeper,
and to the United States, by playing "General Livine—Eccentric".
The program, entitled "Interconnections", took shape when he
moved from this rag-flavored tune
to a set of pieces written by Scott
Joplin.
During this segment of the
program, Grossman contrasted the
slower, quieter Debussy with
Joplin's ragtime pieces. His fluid,
nimble playing was punctuated
with expressiveness which added
theatrics to the show. In his introduction to Joplin, Grossman
pointed out that ragtime had been
criticized for being too racy —

TROOPERS

much the same way rock has recently come under fire. This put
the music and criticism into perspective because it allowed one to
appreciate that any new music,
which may not be understood, may
be subject to scom. He finished the
first half of his program with
Chopin's "Scherzo #4 in E Major".
He made the transition from
the first half to the second by opening it with Chopin's "Barcolle",
which seemed to have a rag feel to
it. He then did some novelty pieces
by Confrey. These were fast rags
which gave him a workout that he
handled well. The third of the four

selections, "Anticipation", was a
waltz, which gave him a little rest.
He finished this section with
"Nickel in the Slot", a lively rag.
He finished the program with selections from George Gershwin,
including "That Certain Feeling",
"So Am I", and "I Got Rhythm".
The final song of the performance was "Fascinating Rhythm",
which he dedicated to his daughter. Through these selections Mr.
Grossman was able to show the
connection between nineteenth
and twentieth century music
clearly. Thus, this program provided a pleasant Sunday afternoon
of music and an appropriate segue
into spring.

LiqhT OPERA PRESENTS RuddiqoRE

(PR) Ron Luchsinger will
celebrate his eleventh season as
Artistic Director of Troupers Light
Opera Company when that Gilbert
and Sullivan Troupe presents
"Ruddigore, or the Witch's
Course" this coming Spring.
Mr. Luchsinger has staged all
but two of the G. & S. operettas for
Troupers. His first production with
them was "H.M.S. Pinafore" in
1978.
Mr. Luchsinger has held
teaching positions in California
and Detroit, as well as in Hartford.
He has directed grand opera in
New York City and has assumed

the direction of the Aspen Music
Festival Operas. Later this year he
is staging "Rigoletto" with the
Connecticut Opera, "Yeomen of
the Guard" with the Simsbury
Light Opera, and in June, "La
Boheme" with the Dallas Lyric
Opera.
He first came to Connecticut
in the late 60's to pursue graduate
studies and serve as assistant to the
late Elmer Nagy at the Hartt
School of Music. His first operatic
stage productions were "Carmen"
and "Orfeo," while still an undergraduate. His professional debut
was with "Tosca" in Florida in
1972.

Although his career has been
largely concerned with notable
productions of grand opera, including "Madame Butterfly," "La
Traviata," "The Barber of Seville," and the aforementioned
"Rigoletto" and "La Boheme,"
Mr. Luchsinger is much in demand
for his imaginative and sparkling
staging of Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas. His Troupers history has
produced many outstanding evidences of his skill.
"Ruggigore" will be presented on April 30, May 6, and
May 7 at Rippowam Arts Center in
Stamford, and on May 14 at the
Palace Theater in New Haven.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Career Planning Corner will be
offering a Prudential Financial Services
information session open to all Senior
from all majors on April 6, from 7:30 to
9:30 PM in the Faculty Dining Room.
Those attending must bring a resume
and plan to take a test from 8:00 to 9:00.
Attendance is for the entire program.
Process of Career Development ID
10, a one credit course designed to help
students determine their career direction
and make appropriate decisions in
career planning, is now being offered.
Topics to be studied include:
1. Self-assement
2. Theories of Occupational Choice
3. Using Your Research Skills
4. Effective Resume Preparation
5. Successful Interviewing Tech
niques
Sign up during Registration for
Fall, 1988 (April 5-8). More information
is available in the Career Planning
Center, Loyola 110 (x2261/4081).
FUSA Note —
Due to lack of time, this year's FUSA
teacher evaluations will not be published
in the Mirror. They will, however, .be
available from RA's and at the Info desk.
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Baseball Predictions from Hell
Erik Oleson and Joel Gray
Contributing Writers
Alas, the Boys of Summer are
almost here. Once again it's that
time of year. One can even sense it
in the air. The sun gets warmer, the
days get longer, and classes become easier to blow off. It's the
time of year that men become boys
again to endure a rigorous 162
game schedule through spring and
summer leading up to the Fall
Classic in October.
In this upcoming year we can
look forward to the return of the
rivalries. In both American league
divisions there are five teams in
each division, barring injures to
key players, that have a viable
chance of winning their respective
divisional crowns. Only the Orioles, Tim Fitz's Tribe, the Angels,
and Hodell O'Brien's Chisox
don't appear to be contenders in
the upcoming season.
New York Yankees
Although every magazine we
have read puts the Yankees everywhere from second to fifth, we are
going to put the Yankees on top of
the Eastern Division. I (Erik) may
be very biased toward the Bronx
Bombers, but one should consider
that the addition of Jack "The
Animal" Clark (.286, 35, 106),
shortstop Rafael Santana (.255, 5,
44) and pitchers Rich Dotson (1112, 4.17 on a losing team), John
Candaleria (10-6), and Lee
Gueterman (11-4, 3.86) will help
put the Yankees over the top.
Besides the newcomers, the Yankees are lead by the best baseball
player in the game today, Don "the
Hitman" Mattingly, AKA "God in
Pinstripes" (.327, 30, 115). There
is not a bad thing you can say about
this guy. One of the most remarkable things about Don is his work
ethic — the guy is never satisfied
with himself. He missed 22 games
last year with a back injury, a wrist
injury, played hurt for the last two
months of the season and still
managed to put up some great
numbers, break several major
league records, and win a third
consecutive Gold Glove for his
defensive prowess at first base.
The Yankees will also be graced
with the reunion of manager Billy
Martin and Rickey Henderson
(.291, 17, 41 SB's in 95 games).
Henderson will be back in left field
this season where he enjoyed most
of his success while playing for
Martin. The emergence of Panamanian Roberto Kelly (.300, 51
SB's at Columbus), who has had a
hot spring, along with Claudell
Washington (.279, 9, 44) enable
Henderson to make the switch
from eenter to left. Second baseman Willie Randolph (.305,7,67),
right fielder Dave Winfield (.276,
27, 97, Gold Glove), third baseman Mike Pagliarulo (.234, 32,
87) and newcomer Clark will terrorize pitchers throughout the season. But what has most skeptics
worried about the Yankees is their
pitching staff.
However, one
should consider the experienced
arms on this Yankee staff along
with the best left-handed reliever
in baseball, Dave Righetti (8-6,
3.51, 31 SV's) combined with
righty stopper Tim Stoddard (4-3,

8 SV's) should supply Martin with
the relief he needs, when the newcomers, and Rick Rhoden (16-10,
3.86), Tommy John (13-6, 4.03),
Ron Guidry, and Charlie Hudson
(11-7, 3.61) are not able to go the
distance. Rookie fireballer Al
Leiter, who is best known for striking out the Loud House's Luke
"Cuban" Palacio and Paul "Swiss
Cheese" Carroll in the same inning
during a Jersey Shore grammar
school game, should not be overlooked and should make the team
as a fifth starter.
First Place.
Toronto Blue Jays
Although Toronto has probably the finest young outfield in the
majors, the question is, is Jimmy
Williams' team capable of shaking the
Canadian jinx that
kept them from making it to the World
Series in '85 and
making it to the play-,
offs last season, where
they lost their last
seven games to the
Tigers to get knocked
out of first place? The
Blue Jays are still
going to take their cuts
this year, With MVP
Jorge Bell (.308, 47,
134), settling down to
play some baseball instead of complaining.
Also, outfielders .:...•
Jesse Barfield (.263, :.
28, 84) and Lloyd
Moseby (.282, 26.96,
39 SB's) should give
opposing pitchers fits.
Other players to
watch for are Cecil
Fielder and catcher
Ernie Whitt (.269, 19, ;
75). The pitching staff •
also appears to be
strong with lefty
Jimmy Key (17-8,
2.76), John Cerutti
(11-4, 4.40), Jim ..•
Clancy (15-11,3.54), v'
Dave Steib (13-9,
4.09) and the always
tough Mike Flanagan
(6-8,4.03) should keep oppposing
rivals off balance. Furthermore
the Blue Jay bullpen is also strong
with three tough stoppers. Mark
Eichorn (10-6, 3.17, 4 SV's) will
keep the Jays right on the Yankees'
tail throughout most of the year, if
they are able to put the curse behind them.
Second Place.
Boston Red Sox
The Red Sox are back. This is
a team that could supply Red Sox
fans with some excitement for
years to come, if they can unload a
disgraceful Bob Stanley (4-15,
5.01) and an old and overpaid Jim
Rice (.277, 13,62). However, the
Red Sox may have solved their
bullpen problem by trading Calvin
Schiraldi and Bob Nipper for reliever Lee Smith (3.12, 36 SV.'s).
On the other hand, Chicago Cubs'
fans like John " J.B," Berner are not
upset to see Smith go, claiming
that "Smith does not deserve all the
credit he gets." According to Don
O'Meara, "Smith lost and blew

more games than he saved, I am
glad he is gone." But this pitching
staff appears to be somewhat solid
with back to back Cy Young
Award winner Roger Clemens
(20-9, 2.97), Bruce Hurst (15-13,
4.41), Oil Can Boyd, and rookie
John Leister (11-5, 3.77 at
Pawtucket). For those of you who
like offense, the Red Sox have it,
and they are young too. The always dangerous Wade Boggs
leads the way (.363, 24, 89), with
outfielders Ellis Burkes (.277, 20,
59, 27 SB's), Mike Greenwell
(.328, 19, 89), and Designated
Hitter Deluxe Sam Horn (.278,14,
34 in 46 games) helping round out
a Boston Youth movement. However, one must not forget about
veteran Dwight Evans (.305, 34,

123), who is coming off a career
year, and catcher Rich Gedman
(.205,1,13) who will be this year's
AL comeback player of the year,
all of which should give Boston
fans something other than the
Celtics to cheer about this year.
Third Place.
Milwaukee Brewers
Manager Tom Trebelhorn
and Paul Molitor have the city of
Milwaukee talking pennant. But
the key here is whether or not Paul
Molitor (.353,16,75,45 SB's) can
make an entire season without an
injury. Trebelhorn's pitching staff
is led by 18 game winner Teddy
Higuera (18-10, 3.85, 240 K's),
Juan Nieves (14-8), and Bill Wegjnan (12-11, 4.24), but injuries
could also have an impact on this
staff. It will be imperative for
Higuera to warm up early this year
and stay hot throughout the summer and fall. Out in the pen, fireballer Dan Plesac (5-6, 2.61, 23
SV's) and Mark Clear (8-5, 4.48)
are both coming off elbow prob-

lems, and will keep Trebelhorn
wary of overuse. B.J. Surhoff
(.299, 7, 68) and Bill Schroeder
(.332, 14, 42) will combine their
catching duties and platoon
throughout the year giving Trebelhorn some extra leverage behind
the plate. The Brewer infield and
outfield appears to be somewhat
solid as well as deep, with first
baseman Gregg Brock (.299, 13,
85) and shortstop Dale Sveum
(.252, 25, 95) combined with the
likes of Molitor, Jim Gantner, and
utility man Ernest Riles should
provide Milwaukee with some
W's. Moreover, the outfield is led
by the rock solid Robin Yount
(.312,21,103), and Rob "K" Deer
(186strikouts). However, if these
guys are unable to do what Trebelhorn asks of them, he
will have the luxury
of turning to the most
successful minor
league system in
•;-'- "
1987.
Fourth Place.
Detroit Tigers
In this upcoming
season, Sparky Antderson and his Tigers
will have their work
cut out for them, especially when one
considers the loss of
Kirk Gibson (.277,
24, 79, 26 SB's), no
relief ace, and no
steady thrid basemari.
Folks, Ray Knight
(.256, 14, 65) is not
the answer. Why do
you think the Orioles
and the Mets did not
want to put up with
his poor glove? As
far as starting pitcher
goes, the Tigers are
graced with the presence of Jack Morris
(18-11, 3.38), Doyle
Alexander
(9-0,
1.43), Walt Terrell
(17-10, 4.05), and
FrankTanana(15-10,
3.91). But the question among many
people is whether or
not Morris' arm will hold up for
another 200-plus inning season,
especially considering the lack of
productiuon the Tigers got out of
their bullpen last season. Yet the
keystone to this team is at shortstop and second base where Alan
Trammell (.343,28,105,21 SB's)
and "Sweet" Lou Whitaker (.265,
16, 59) have combined their talents for what will be 11 straight
seasons. Other factors that will
help keep Detroit in the race this
season are the ancient Darell
Evans (.257, 34, 99), sophomore
catcher Matt Nokes (.289, 32, 87)
and the fine glove of former Angel
Gary Pettis in center field.
Fifth Place.
Cleveland Indians
Last year was supposed to be
the year for the Cleveland Indians.
The year where they were supposed to arrive and win the Eastern
divisional crown. However, it was
just another losing season for the
Tribe. The Tribe managed to give
up 101 games, finish 37 games out

of first, and have the worst record
in the majors. Reasons for this
could be attributed to the fact that
the team ERA was a major league
record — 5.28 — and the Indian
defense led the majors in errors.
So what did the Indians do about
their problems? Nothing. They
did not get any new pitchers and
their minor league teams are just as
bad as they are. Moreover, they
failed to sign one of their most
productive hitters in Brett Butler
(.295,9,41,33 SB's), who took his
business to San Francisco. If the
tribe was management smart they
would trade the troubled Julio
Franco (.319, 8, 52) for some
pitching and call up the
Caddyshack's Tim Fitzgerald
(.484, 29, 117 in Monday Night
Intramurals) to play shortstop and
Tom Brady (21-6,2.75,203 K's at
Wednesday Night Intramurals) to
be the pitching staff ace. Moves
like this could put the Tribe back in
the race.
Sixth Place.
Baltimore Orioles
Times are tough in Baltimore.
It's hard to believe this used to be
one of the best organizations in
baseball, but this season appears to
be no different than last year.
Manager Cal Ripken Sr. has absolutely no pitching to work with.
Even pitcher Mike Boddicher (1012, 4.18) took his lumps last year
and probably will do so again.
Dave Schmidt (10-5, 3.77) does
provide the Birds with some light,
but the Orioles' minor league
pitchers appear to be less than satisfactory as well. Offensively,
iron man Cal Ripken Jr. (.252,27,
98), Eddie Murray (.277, 30, 91),
and Larry Sheets (.316, 31, 94)
make up the heart of the Baltimore
offense. The injury prone Fred
Lynn (.252, 23, 60) will also contribute, but the O's may find themselves behind in many games by
more runs than they are capable of
scoring. However, trade rumors
have been circulating the Oriole
camp this spring that could bring
Chicago Cubs farm prospect Jim
"Shlep Rock" Mclntyre (.394, 39,
127 at Wilmette) for an undisclosed draft choice.
But
Mclntyre's agent says he has a no
trade clause in his contract.
Seventh Place.

A.L. West
next week

May 23:
At this
point, we
still
- don't
know!
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Baseball Stags Win Home Opener
Andy Davis
Staff Writer
Fairfield 9 Hofstra7
Sparked by the hard-working,
hard-hitting Chris Cook, the Fairfield U. Baseball Team captured
their home opener with a victory
over Hofstra University last
Thursday. Trailing 6-2 after 3 1/2
innings, the Stags rallied for 7 runs
in the home 4th, thanks mainly to
the 1st baseman's grand slam, his
first homerun of the season. The
thrilling fourth started with a walk
to freshman left fielder Joe Greiner
and a screeching rbi double off the
fence by sophomore DH Brian
Geary. "He got the pitch up on
me," said a cheery Cleary, "a big
mistake on his part. I simply
drilled it!" After singles by Matt
McLaughlin and Make Svab and a
brief Hulk Hogan imitation by
Svab, Cook lined a shot into the
trees behind left field, clearing the
bases and putting Fairfield up to
stay 9-6. Cook finished his finest
day as a Stag going 3 for 4 and
tallying 5 rbi's. McLaughlin finished the contest going 2 for 4 and
1 rbi impressing the Alumni Field
opening day crowd. Freshman

Dave Romans picked up the win
for the Stags in relief, scattering 5
hits and just 1 run over 3 2/3 innings. Tom Murray pitched the
final frame and earned his first
save of the season.
Fairfield 4 St. Peter's 0
(Game 1)
St. Peter's 8 Fairfield 6
(Game 2)
In the opening games of the
crucial MAAC schedule, the Stags
gained a split of a doubleheader
with St. Peter's on Sunday afternoon. In the opener, co-captain
Jose Perez pitched a masterful
complete game in leading Fairfield to a 4-0 victory. Perez
yielded just one run in the 7 inning
contest, striking out 2 Peacocks
and walking none. The Stags
plated single runs in the 2nd, 4th,
5th and 6th innings. Catcher Joe
Solimine and freshman Rob Banasiak and Joe Greiner each had run
scoring singles. Sophomore Dave
Arnott hammered a pinch hit
homerun in the 6th to assure the
victory. Chris Cook continued his
hot hitting, slicing a single in his
only official at-bat, while scoring
2 runs.

In the second game of the twin
bill, the story was the familiar one:
too little, too late. Down 7-0, the
Stags connected for 5 of their total
6 hits and all 6 of their runs in the
bottom of the 5th. Freshman John
Mitchell doubled home two runs
and Joe Solimine doubled home
one to highlight the inning, but it
just wasn't enough as the rally fell
short and the Stags ended up on the
wrong side of the 8-6 score. Senior
Brian Tousignant and sophomore
Ron Jason both pitched well in
relief to keep the Stags in the game.
Stag Notes: After the weekend
series the Stags have a 4-9 record
overall and a 1-1 record within the
conference. The Stag's will face
Pace University tomorrow and
travel to Iona for the Marty &
Lenny's Easter weekend tournament with a doubleheader Saturday and a single game Monday.
The Stags return to Alumni Field
with games next Wednesday and
Thursday vs. Central Conn. State
and UConn both beginning at 3:00
P.M. Anyone interested in joining
the Stags' "Fans in the Stands"
Club should contact organizer Ted
McDermott.

Red Ruggers Invade Providence
Rhode Island still reeling
Pat Maloney
Contributing Writer
Upon completion of the ark,
Capt. John "Noah" Berner
couldn't dig up another turtle, so
we threw the mate off. (It landed
on the Shepherd's neck.) As the
Red Ruggers were fully loaded
and set to sail for Providence, the
Friars showed up for a match at
Fairfield. The A game pitted a
waterlogged Fairfield squad seeking revenge for last year's loss.
James Galligan returned a splendiferous interception for 40 yards
whech evoked fond memories of
Dave O'Brien. Paul "I want to
kick like Dave Waterman" Simko

converted the extra points which
raised or lowered... anyone?...
anyone?... raised the score... and
the United States fell deeper into
the Great Depression. Later in the
game, Galligan put on too much
stick-um and seemingly couldn't
pass the ball. As a result, he mistakenly tripped over the try line
and his second try of the day made
the final 10-3 Fairfield.
The B game unfortunately
was not as successful for the good
guys. Cornell Medical School
came out scrubbed up and ready to
play. Two quick tries made the 80 score a deficit the Red Ruggers
couldn't overcome. A lone bright

spot for Fairfield was when Jeff
"Soup" Campbell got his head
crushed — the 15 "Hey I'm a
doctor, too" Cornell Ruggers prepared him for pre-op.
The C team took on the Black
Death of Providence and lived to
tell about it. Tim "Stop Sign"
Raeke was devastating out of his
wing-forward position, pausing
only to pay the fine.
After a weekend of Easter
splendor, the Red Ruggers travel
to Fordham to give the inner-city
kids an equal opportunity. Thanks
to all the fans who braved the
scorching sun — see you on April
16 for the 25th anniversary.

Los Bellacos Take 10th Volleyball Title
Defeat Onslaught in Final
Rex Plec
Staff Writer
Volleyball is a peculiar sport
to most Americans, it seems to
violate the natural laws of every
other sport they play, in that it pays
NOT to hold onto the ball. Perhaps
that is why Fairfield's own Puerto
Rican national team, Los Bellacos,
seems to win the title every year.
This year however, with only a
measly three members from that
beautiful island on the team, we
may have seen the most hotly
contested tournament in ten years.
Since this year's top seed was
Onslaught, Captain Jaime "I can't
get enough of them" Fuertes' boys
were facing the seldom-known
role of the underdog.
Top seed Onslaught struggled
through a "final eight" game to
face One Step Beyond, those guys
who traded in their feet for hands
for the day. In the words of Todd
"Fullback" Raymond, "we're
pumped." Meanwhile, Los Bellacos faced Serve Us in the other
semi-final. Serve Us, in their hideously orange Tang shirts (which

could represent the drink with
Vitamin C or a perverse lampoon),
played spiritedly as Bill Burke had
fans exclaiming "What sport
DON'T you play?" After splitting
the first two and reminding the
officials of the rules, Los Bellacos
made it definite in the third game,
15-2.
Meanwhile, Onslaught
made fairly short work of One Step
Beyond, which left Paul Carroll
wondering what might have been
before that last beer. Anyway, the
matchup was set, Onslaught vs.
Los Bellacos.
Before the game, Bellaco legend Chris McPadden was asked
for the keys to the match. "Well,
Richard," he stated, "the Campbell
injury and the unexplained absence of Craig Maloney will hurt,
but if we can get our heads together
enough to get into it, we'll be okay.
I just wish these girls would stop
chanting, 'Mario, Mario'."
The match started very
evenly, hightlighted by the excellent team play of Onslaught and
the combination of McPadden's
spikes and Todd Lewis' serves.
Los Bellacos pulled out a close 16-

14 first game win on a blocked
spike by Don Schipf. The second
game began with Kevin Kuryla
playing tremendously for Los
Bellacos, who streaked ahead 7-0.
Onslaught began spiking well and
showed why they were the first
seed. However, Los Bellacos were
not to be denied. They won the
second game going away to claim
the championship for the 10th
consecutive year, an unparalleled
feat. Things WEREN'T different,
contrary to popular belief.
After the match, gifted setter
Jaime Fuertes announced that the
team has played its last match at
Fairfield. Los Bellacos were sold
to Donald Trump for an undisclosed sum and will tour the continents. Also, Kevin Kuryla was
named MVP for his great, all
around heady play. McPadden
was sure to be dismayed but could
not be reached for comment. Hey,
Mario Somoza, you just won the
Fairfield U. VolleyballTitle, what
are you going to do now? "Nos
vamos a Disneymundo."
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LAXheads Down
Dowling
Howard F. Cairnsworth III
StaffWriter
Following an early season
loss during Spring Break and
lapses in hard fought scrimmages
against New Haven and Connecticut Valley, the Men's Lacrosse
team bounced back to defeat the
Dowling Lions 12-8 last Monday
in Oakdale, Long Island.
Junior standouts Alan Vandemark and Paul Brennan set the
tempo for a game which was
Fairfield's for the taking. Combined with long stick face off specialists John Gallagher and Greg
Kortick, the "FOGO men" (face
off - get off) controlled 16 of 22
draws to keep the attack of Tricaptain Brick Masterson, Bob
Sullivan and John Callegari supplied with ample ammunition thus
peppering the goal throughout the
game.
The contest flowed evenly
during the first quarter with
Fairfield's goals coming off of set
plays designed to take advantage
of Dowling's weaker close defenses. Alan Vendemark put a
beautiful cap on the quarter as he
deftly face-dodged two defensemen, spun towards the cage and
fired a pinpoint lefthanded bounce
shot the Dowling goalie never
saw.
Quarter number two belonged
to the Stags long stick midfield.
Tri-Captain Kevin Kuryla, and
sophomores Ben Madden and
Mike Peet consistently dogged the
Dowling boys into coughing up
the ball, creating numerous unsettled situations which led to
goals by Tri-Captain Joe Sargent,
Vandemark and Masterson. Save

Gareth Charter
Sports Editor

for a few mental errors including
penalties and misdirected passes,
the Stags controlled the game and
settled in at halftime with an 8-4
cushion.
With the beginning of the
second half came a Dowling surge
which saw the Lions scrapping for
every ground ball and executing
plays with more patience. Goalie
Rich MacDonough anchored a
tough defense of Mark Mulligan,
Steve Hutton and Bill Peet as they
thwarted any serious Dowling effort.
In the same fashion, Fairfield
controlled the ball patiently as
well, taking only high percentage
shots when going through its offensive repertoire. By this point in
the game, goals by O'H, Masterson, Tim Murphy and Hugh Coyle
were the final nails in Dowling's
coffin as the laxmen tucked their
first regular season win under their
belts and headed home.
Speaking of home, next Wednesday at 3:45 marks the Stags'
first home game of the season
against Northeastern University.
Come on out for some excitement,
whether it be on the field or off the
field, after the game, listening to
Bill Walsh's nutty adventures
about Dobermans.
Here's a simple rundown of
the Stags' scoring vs. Dowling:
(Goals, Assists, Points)
Masterson (3-2-5)
Sullivan (1 -3-4)
Vandemark (2-1-3)
, Sargent (2 - 0 - 2)
Coyle (1-1-2)
Callegari (1 -0-1)
0'Hara(l -0-1)
Murphy (1 -0-1)

STAG TRACKS

The Men's Tennis team is still undefeated at track time...they 're victories over
WesConn. and U.R.I, brought them to 3-0 on the season...the racquetwielding Stags take on Univ. of Bridgeport today..the Golf team opens its
season today at Winged Foot C.C. under the leadership of new coach Garth
McGrail...the linksters, who have been putting around at Patterson C.C. in
preparation for the season, meet Manhattan College today...Garden City's
Jose Perez was named Pitcher of the Week in the MAAC for his exploits 3/
19-3/26...the Stag co-captain threw seven innings of five hit ball in Fairfield's
first MAAC victory, 4-1 over St. Peter's.. Jose struck out 2 Peacocks as well
as 2 Postmen (?) in 4 2/3 innings of relief against C.W. Post...Perez was not
involved in the decision in the, two touchdown and two safeties, loss to C.W.
Post, 18-0...Matt McLaughlin's .348 average is good for 10th in the
MAAC..still no dingers yet for the Golden Boy...Ron Jason's 3.09 E.R.A.
ranks 5th in the MAAC. Joe Grenier is tied for the conference lead with 4
doubles...at track time, the Stag Nine is 1-1 in the MAAC and 4-9 overall...the
Lady Stag Softball team is 2-l...Fresh(wo)man Kim Zagajeski has pitched
both victories, tossing a one-hitter against New Haven for the 1-0 win, and
beating Maine 4-1 in the opener of a doubleheader.. .how' bout WrestleMania
IV?...if I don't toot my horn, who will?...several months ago I predicted that
if and when the Hulkster lost the title, Randy "Macho Man" Savage would get
it...thank God (or Vince) that Strike Force lost the tag-team title...if I want to
watch mousse-wearing athletes I'll watch the Mets, not wrestling...speaking
of mousse, Bill Walsh has been behind the plate for all three of The Queef's
softball victories...this Intramural Softball stuff seems to be taken much too
seriously...whatever happened to Bud in glove, butt in mouth, b.s.
softball?...more horn tooting...I got 2 out of 4 Final Four teams...not bad...this
is my last Track before Opening Day, and perhaps my last, so I feel justified
in subjecting you to some Opening Day Red Sox Optimism...Lee Smith
hasn't given up a run in Spring Training...Roger Clemens looks ready to make
history, by winning his third consecutive CyxYoung...the Can is back and
Hurst will win 17 minimum...there's enough young talent to start another
team...thus, I like the Sox in first, followed by the Yanks and Toronto...in the
West, I'll take Oakland...over in the N.L. look for the Big Red Machine to
return in the West, while the repulsive Mets will have to start killing each other
off to lose the worst division in baseball... what the heck, in honor of the best
World Series that any of us have been alive for, I'll predict a rematch 'tween
the Reds and Red Sox...maybe they'll bring back Bernie Carbo...hope
Thursday mornings have been more fun for you...they have been for me.

